Population: patients with i) suspicion of arthritis by the GP or ii) arthritis diagnosed by the GP; that have been referred to the rheumatologist
a) Can the recognition of arthritis by general practitioners (GPs) be trained, and if yes: how? b) Which diagnostics should a GP perform in a patient with early arthritis? c) How to recognize early arthritis (by the GP)? d) Should all patients with early arthritis be referred to a medical specialist for further diagnosis and treatment? Or only patients with specific features (> 1 joint, rheumatoid factor positive) e) How early should patients with arthritis be referred to a medical specialist? Or how early a patient with arthritis needs to be seen by the specialist?
Question 2:
a) Which is the place of laboratory tests such as RF, anti-CCP, ANA, new diagnostic tests (multibiomarker test..), etc in the diagnosis of early arthritis? b) Which is the place of imaging such as plain X-rays, MRI, US, or other imaging modalities (Scintigraphy, PET scan, optical imaging methods: Xeralite Rheumascan; Hemics Handscan…) etc. in the diagnosis of early arthritis? Has US and MRI detected inflammation the same weight as clinical evaluation for the detection of synovitis at disease presentation? c) Is there a minimum set of diagnostic procedures that need to be performed in a patient with early arthritis?
Question 3:
a) Which is the place of laboratory tests such as RF, anti-CCP, ANA, new diagnostic tests (multibiomarker test..), etc in the prognosis of early arthritis? b) Which is the place of imaging such as plain X-rays, MRI, US, or other imaging modalities (Scintigraphy, PET scan, optical imaging methods: Xeralite Rheumascan; Hemics Handscan…) etc. in the prognosis of early arthritis? Has US and MRI detected inflammation the same weight as clinical evaluation for the detection of synovitis at disease presentation?
Question 4:
a) Which are relevant differential diagnostic considerations in patients referred with early undifferentiated arthritis in light of the epidemiology?
Question 5:
a) Is it still relevant to the individual patient to classify the disease according to recognised classification criteria?
Intervention: Any tool applied by a GP to distinguish between referral and non-referral (imaging, ACPA, RF, more than 1 joint affected, family history, etc.)/ GP's clinical judgement/ No intervention defined Control: patients with i) suspicion of arthritis by the GP or ii) arthritis diagnosed by the GP; that have not been referred to the rheumatologist Outcomes: percentage of patients per group (or OR/RR) with i) diagnosis/classification of RA after x years; ii) a diagnosis/classification of any inflammatory rheumatic disease after x years; iii) radiographic progression after x years Type of study: prognostic study with prospective follow-up c) What is the RR (OR) of patients meeting remission or with non-radiographic progression when referred to specialist within x weeks compared to those referred beyond x weeks?
Population: patients with early arthritis that have been referred to specialist within x months after onset of arthritis 3 Studies with this footnote were conducted in the same cohort: the BeST cohort. 4 Studies with this footnote were conducted in patients from the same trial: the BARFOT study.
5 Studies with this footnote were conducted in patients from the same trial: the IMPROVED study. ¤ In all studies evaluating x-rays parameters, x-rays were performed on hands and feet # BMD loss means a change ≥ 2.5mg/cm 2 at 1 year § BMD loss means a change ≥ 1.5 mg/cm 2 at 4 months £ The ORs for US PD score of MCP and MTP are for the per unit of change in the OMERACT PD score. The scale of this score is 0-3 for each joint. * The ORs for MRI bone marrow edema of the wrist and fingers are for 5 units of change in the RAMRIS system. The scale of this score for wrist + MCP + PIP is 0-90. Due to limitation of space, we decided to present in this table only the studies for which either Sens, Spec, PPV, NPV or multivariate OR were available. Moreover, we present only studies using structural data as outcome Details of non-presented studies are available on request.
